
Many Much

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

But a single minute was an age now, and there was no ladder to be had
without a delay of _______ minutes.
1.

Because you have had _______ love, shall you be a child when it is taken
away?
2.

And there probably wouldn't be _______ danger.3.

At least five times as _______ water was running still.4.

This in _______ cases removes the after-birth.5.

But _______ other girls do that, since courtesy permits it.6.

The two friends were sure to pass _______ pleasant hours together in
talking over their recent adventures, for as they neither ate nor slept they
found their greatest amusement in conversation.

7.

So, kissing him tenderly, with _______ tears they let him go.8.

I have had _______ letters I should have liked to give the public, had their
nature admitted of their being offered to the world.
9.

We haven't _______ time left.10.

She breathed more freely, and for the first time for _______ months she
really admired her son.
11.

It will not take _______ years to bring you to the period of life when men,
at least the majority of writing and talking men, do nothing but praise.
12.

This story has called forth so _______ curious inquiries that it seems
worth while to answer the more important questions which have occurred to
its readers.

13.

She could not be a beauty; if she had been, it would have been much
harder for _______ persons to be interested in her.
14.
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The youth left his home with tears in his eyes, not knowing where to go,
and wandered about for _______ hours till he came to a thick wood.
15.

None of them paid _______ attention to me.16.

You I tell too, for you have _______ knowledge and you watch.17.

I really wasn't _______ help at all.18.

You, of course, have not _______ money.19.

But most of the birds like us have lived here a long while; and the birds
like us welcomed your fathers when they came here many, _______ years
ago.

20.
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